TAP CHALLENGE HINTS AND TIPS.

Tips on creating your Tap shape...

1. If an actual tap is proving difficult, you can always write the word TAP or even look at creating a different WaterAid themed image like this one!

2. It’s not about getting it perfect first time – You could use the Tap Challenge as a chance to jazz up your regular training route. Mix it up on each run till you get your preferred #GPSart.

3. Have fun! Make the challenge your own, and don’t forget it’s all about having a laugh for a good cause.

Top tip from fellow Tap Challenger Marcus, “Take a look at street maps, it might reveal some interesting shapes that could be used to map your art. Parks and fields could be possibilities too!”

Tips on sharing your Tap Challenge on social media...

Check out Bob’s Tap Challenge creation!

He took to his bike to draw out his (admittedly slightly wonky) tap around a reservoir in Staines.

Bob took some snaps en-route, and shared these along with his Strava map and stats on our Facebook group using #TapChallenge.

We’d recommend you share your creation with friends and family, just like Bob did, and let them know why you’re taking on this quirky challenge for WaterAid.